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Loop Barbados Inc. 

  Thank you for your interest in Loop Barbados, a Barbadian Online Travel 
Resource and Social Network. Through our dynamic search retrieval 
system we provide solutions for travelers by explicitly catering to their 
needs and wants. Our goal is to supply travelers with a virtual experience 
of Barbados and your company by providing detailed information in an 
appealing, organized and user-friendly manner.  Additionally, Loop 
Barbados is providing a social gateway where travelers can discuss and 
share any content on Barbados from where they are eating dinner that 
night to what their favorite beach is to adding spur of the moment photos.   
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Meet the Co-founders 
Kimberly Bourne Melanie Weekes 

Kimberly Bourne is the co-founder and editor 
of Loop Barbados Inc. I attended Ryerson 
University in Toronto, Canada and completed 
my Bachelors of Commerce majoring in 
Hospitality and Tourism and minoring in 
Marketing.  Not only did I complete this four-
year degree in three years but I also graduated 
with first class honors. Additionally, during 
my three years at University I received 
numerous awards including 1st prize in the 
development of a training program that was 
implemented in a large Canadian Hospitality 
Institution.  After graduation and two very 
valuable and beneficial internships at the 
Caribbean Tourism Organization and the 
University of the West Indies Research Centre 
I decided to build a business that combined my 
passion for travel and innovative marketing. 
One, which was creative, up to an 
international standard and aid our beautiful 
and very diverse island. I wanted to develop a 
travel resource that was contemporary, clean 
and fresh, one that had up-to-date content and 
was easy to navigate through – and so Loop 
Barbados was born.  

KBOURNE@LOOPBARBADOS.COM 

Melanie Weekes is the co-founder and 
editor behind Loop Barbados Inc. I studied 
Business Management at the University of 
the West Indies and completed this three-
year Bachelor’s of Commerce Degree within 
two years, graduating with First Class 
Honors. I truly believe in donating my time 
to those who are less fortunate than myself 
and thus work with the Jenna Trust 
Foundation, a charity for underprivileged 
children with disabilities.  After graduating, 
I entered into the event and wedding 
coordination industry, where I was guided 
by one of the industry’s top professionals for 
2.5 years. Throughout my time in this 
industry I had the opportunity to meet and 
interact very closely with many travelers - as 
my primary job was co-coordinating 
destination weddings - thus becoming aware 
of their distinct interests and wishes when 
travelling.  This ignited my already known 
passion for travel and pushed me to provide 
a well rounded, detailed and up to date 
travel resource for my dear island Barbados- 
and here Loop Barbados is!  

MWEEKES@LOOPBARBADOS.COM 
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Editorial Content          
 

Readers of Loop Barbados are predominantly travelers who are interested in visiting the island of 

Barbados for vacation, business, or a special event such as wedding. These travelers have an interest 

in finding quality information regarding accommodation, dining, excursions, events, and 

transportation as well as local tips in a timely and fashionable manner. They are media driven 

individuals who also desire interaction with other travelers when collecting travel information for 

their personal use.  

WEBSITE DIVISIONS 

Suppliers: 

Accommodation 

Restaurants 

Activities by Day and Night 

Wedding Planners and Vendors 

Transportation  

Shopping 

General: 

The Place – This section provides information on topics dealing with the physical island such 

as weather, beaches, history, art, culture etc. 

The People – This section provides information on topics dealing with the local population of 

the island such as Language, demographics, lifestyle etc. 

The Politics – This section provides information on topics dealing with logistics and policies of 

the island such as economy, transportation, visa requirements, health and safety etc.  

The Blog: 

Loop Barbados blog provides our readers with daily inspirations, travel tips, updates and                    

much more. We showcase the wonders of Barbados in a way that is not only unique but also 

useful. Some of our topics include but are not limited to What’s Happening, Cooking Bajan 

Style, Travel Inspiration, Island Life {through Instagram}, Off the Beaten Track etc. 
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Statistics & Target  
 

Loop Barbados launched April 20th 2012 and has since received just over 

12  Million hits with this number continually increasing. Through utilizing 

various marketing channels including but not limited to Trip Advisor, 

Google, Facebook, Twitter and various travel blogs, Loop Barbados has an 

average of 14,000 unique visitors per month; 200,000 monthly pageviews 

and over 3,800 registered members in this very short period of time. 

Additionally, Loop Barbados has just under 10,000 fans on facebook. The 

average time spent on Loop Barbados is approximately 4.15 minutes. 

Loop Barbados targets travelers between the ages of 19-65 from the 

countries of USA, Canada, United Kingdom, Europe, Brazil, and the 

Caribbean.  
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Rotating HP Ad 

* Appears on the Homepage 

* Links to Company Spread 

* Exclusive to 5 per year 

* 1000*580px 

* $4000 per year 

Small HP Ad 

* Appears on the Homepage 

* Links to Company Spread 

* Exclusive to 2 per year 

* 230*260px 

* $2000 per year 

Specifications 

* RGB colours in photos 
* See dimensions above 
*JPEG Files 

 

 

2013 Advertising Rates: Homepage (HP) Ads 

Rotating Homepage (HP) Ad 

           1000*580px  

Small HP Ad  

230*260px 

Small HP Ad  

 230*260px 
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General 

Please note that this spread 

is listed first. 

Components  

 

*10 rotating images 

{1000*580px} 

*1 Video 

*Logo & Contact  

* Direct Link to website 

* Interactive Map 

* 250 Word Write-up 

* Booking Button 

* Cumulative User Rating 

* General Information 

* User Reviews 

Specifications 

* RGB colours in photos 
* See dimensions above 
*JPEG Files 

Price 

BBD $2000 Per Year (if 

booked with 1 month) 

2013 Advertising Rates: First Class Spread 

250 word Write-Up 
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General 

Please note that this spread 

is listed second. 

Components  

*5 rotating images 

{1000*580px} 

*Logo & Contact  

* Direct Link to Website 

* Interactive Map 

* 150 Word Write-up 

* Booking Button  

* Cumulative User Rating 

* General Information 

* User Reviews  

Specifications 

* RGB colours in photos 

* See dimensions above 
*JPEG Files 

Price 

BBD $1500 Per Year (If 

booked within 1 month) 

2013 Advertising Rates: Premium Coach Spread 

150 word Write-Up 
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General 

Please note that this spread 

is listed third. 

Components  

*1 Static image 

{1000*580px} 

*Logo & Contact 

* Direct Link to Website  

* Interactive Map 

* Booking Button 

* Cumulative User Rating 

* User Reviews  

Specifications 

* RGB colours in photos 
* See dimensions above 
*JPEG Files 

Price 

BBD $450 Per Year (If 

booked within 1 month)  

 

 

 

2013 Advertising Rates: Coach Spread 
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Sector Page Once The Search Is Made 

Details 

* The system allows 

travelers to explore their 

options based on certain 

criteria such as traveler’s 

status, location, price and 

interests. It drills down 

into the database and pulls 

results that cater directly 

to the traveler resulting in 

efficient information 

retrieval.   

* When a search is made 

within the database system 

the spreads will appear as 

shown to the right, the 

first class spread first, the 

premium coach second 

and the coach third.   

* The Dynamic Search 

retrieval system as well as 

the advertisement content 

is distinctive for each 

tourism sector.  
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2013 Advertising Rates: The Loop Barbados Blog 

Sky Scrapper 1  

* This is a 160*500 image 

{ad} with a link to your 

spread on the Loop 

Barbados Website. 

Included with this is a 1 

short post per month 

discussing a product or 

service of interest to our 

readers. 

* The Price is BBD $300 

per month  

Sky Scrapper 2 

* This is a 160*250 image 

{ad} with a link to your 

spread on the Loop 

Barbados Website.  

*The Price is BBD $200 

per month.  

Details 

* The blog publishes 

articles 3-5 times / week.  

* The blog receives on 

average 2000 unique page-

views per month 

  1. 

160 
  * 
500 

   2. 

160 
  * 
250 
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Payment Plans 

There are two (2) payment term options 
available: 

* 50% of the payment is received on the 
acceptance of the agreement and the 
remaining 50% is due the following 
month. 

 
* 25% of the payment is received on the 
acceptance of the agreement; the 
remaining 75% is received in 25% 
increments in the following months 
hereinafter. 
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[Street Address] 
[City], [State][Postal Code] 

[Web Address] 

Loop Barbados Inc. 
www.loopbarbados.com 
info@loopbarbados.com 
(246) 243-0642  
(246) 233-8016  

#17 ‘Danby’ 
Barclay’s Terrace 
St. Michael 


